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Sometimes little ones are taken too soon, and I can only surmise that this is the reason why;  they 
are just “Too Perfect for Earth”.  My wish is that no one would ever have a reason to stitch this, but I 
know there will be those that will, so please feel free to print and stitch in memory of the Angel Baby 
that you will always hold in your heart.  While I tried to keep ample room for first and last name , 
date, weight, etc., you may have to find your own alphabet other than the one included if room is an 
issue.   Note* Alphabet included was only used for name.  I also used minimum colors so it would be 
pretty easy to switch out using colors of your choice. 
 

Keycode:  I used Gentle Art Sampler Threads to stitch mine, but I’ve included a dmc  
conversion, or choose your own colors.  Use two strands floss for cross and quarter stitches. 

SymbolSymbolSymbolSymbol Sampler ThreadsSampler ThreadsSampler ThreadsSampler Threads DMCDMCDMCDMC 

  Silver Fern 503 

 Clover 224 

 Tropical Ocean 502 

 Old Blue Paint 318 

 Melon Patch 758 

 Butternut Squash 3822 

 Picnic Basket 840 

 Caramel Corn 422 

Backstitching Details: 
 
Use two strands Silver Fern/dmc 503 to backstitch the words: Forever in our Hearts, and 
the flower that the teddy bear is holding. 
Use one strand Picnic Basket/dmc 840 to backstitch the teddy bear, and the butterflies, 
working French knots on the end of the butterfly antenna’s, and for the bear’s eye. 
Use one strand Soot/dmc 414 to backstitch the footprints. 
Use two strands Melon Patch/dmc758 to stitch baby’s name, or choose your own color. 
 
If there is room after adding name, add the two small hearts (charted with alphabet) to 
the sides of name.  
 

Design measures approx. 6 x 4 when stitched on 14 or 28 
count fabric. 
Stitch count: 80w x 55h 
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< Add heart on each side of first name 

if there is room, refer to photo 

Alphabet to personalize 


